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• Introduction
•Leveraging Usage Data in SAKM
•Our KaitoroCap Tool
•Future Work
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§How do I understand a complex SA?

§How do I figure out how to do XYZ with this 
complex SA and its implementing APIs, etc???

§Great big PDF(s), generic, for whole-of-SA 
knowledge, hard to find stuff, don’t know which 
bits “useful” for own tasks, …

§What if we could use OTHERS navigation paths, 
recommended parts, comments, annotations, 
ratings of parts of the SA doc to help us???
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§Leveraging past usage data of SA artefacts 
could bring a number of benefits e.g. 

§most frequently accessed (could 
signify the most important artefact);

§most frequently edited (could signify 
the most problematic artefact or centre
of change).

§other users use of document (could 
help others on similar tasks)
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•Types of usage data:
§ Interaction data - data generated from users’ 

interaction with software artefacts such as 
selecting, clicking, traversing, opening, 
editing, …

§Annotation data - additional information 
users attach to the software artefacts, such 
as ratings, comments, and tags
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Existing Work Key Features

Computational Wear 
(CW) [1, 2]

Creates ‘usage wear’ on computational objects by making 
users’ interaction history with the objects part of the 
objects. 

Social Navigation (SN) 
[1, 3-10]

Uses ‘usage wear’ as navigation trace/‘footprint’ to help 
other users in navigating the same information space.

Collaborative 
Filtering (CF) [6, 11]

Uses annotations provided by users as collaborative 
filters to sieve the information to receive. 

Social Filtering (SF) 
[12, 13]

Uses explicit collaboration enabled by exposed identities 
of a community’s members, for filtering, and to refine SN 
to center on explicitly created social networks. 

Wear-based Filtering 
(WBF) [14-16]

Combines CW and CF, and uses users’ interaction history 
with source code elements to filter the UI of IDE.

Degree-Of-Interest 
(DOI) studies [17-22]

Emphasise the notion of task, uses a user’s own usage 
history to filter the UI of IDE.



§ Additional information derived from usage data can 
provide assistance for: 
§ sense-making of materials
§ finding information
§ filtering information 
§ exploring an information space by following other users 

§ Providing such assistance in SAKM could enhance AK 
sharing and AK using. 

§ Usage data + users’ profiles + projects’ profiles
§ could be a valuable dataset for empirical research related 

to usage data of AK - to study how CW, SN, CF, SF, WBF 
can enhance AK sharing and AK application/using.
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Interaction Data (to support CW, SN, WBF)
Type of data Could be used to 

Number of visits Deduce importance of artefact.

Low-level interaction 
events with artefacts (such 
as mouse, keyboard and 
window events)

Deduce time spent on artefact.
Deduce importance of artefact.

Visitation sequence Create visualization of exploration path .
Show possible hidden relationships between 
artefacts.

Timestamp of visit Same as previous row, and
Show recently-visited artefacts.
Show timeline of artefacts visit.

Number of changes (edit, 
delete)

Identify problematic/unstable/center of change 
artefact.
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Annotation Data (to support SN, CF and SF)
Type of data Could be used to 

Ratings Capture scaled personal opinion on certain aspects of the 
artefacts (such as quality, relevance, importance, etc.).

Tags Search artefacts.
Group artefacts.

Comments Capture mental note explicitly or more detailed personal 
opinion.

Ranking Rank artefacts.

Vote Gather collective preference.
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User Profile (to support SN, CF and SF)
user ID, name, job title, experience, skills set and location. 

Project Profile
project ID and name, start and end dates, members’ IDs and roles in the 
project, application domain, and current status. 



§Collect usage data of each user. 
§Collect usage data for different levels of 

granularity of SA artefacts (for e.g. on a per 
element, per model, per page or per section 
basis). 

§Separation of the content of the artefacts from 
the means of capturing usage data (for e.g. 
insert annotation fields dynamically 
alongside the artefacts).

§Collect usage data in machine-parsable
format.
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VISUALIZATION

§ Display usage data alongside artefacts (show number of 
visits or ratings directly).

§ Create visualization that provides an overview of usage 
history of a group of artefacts (show number of visits as 
single graph, time line of visits, exploration path).

§ Display raw usage data (number of visits and ratings) or in 
aggregated form (average ratings, % of users who visited). 

§ Automate analysis to produce aggregated usage data.

§ Create alternative linkage structures between SA artefacts 
based on usage data (for e.g. linking SA artefacts based on 
exploration paths).
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§ A plug-in for the Atlassian Confluence Enterprise 
Wiki that captures and provides visualization of the 
usage data of software architecture documents 
(ADs). 

§ Exploration paths in KaitoroCap serve as usage 
‘wear’ left by previous consumers.

§ Visible usage data (e.g. exploration paths, ratings, 
tags and comments) serve as information ‘traces’ 
supporting forms of social navigation. 
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§Difficulty in identifying noise (generated by 
non-intentional actions) in interaction data. 
§ Can verify some findings from interaction data with findings from 

annotation data (explicit conscientious judgements of users).

§Success is dependent on users of SAKM tools
§ Have to convince AK producers and consumers of the benefits 

leveraging usage data could bring and motivate them to use usage 
data capturing features.

§A robust framework
§ To reduce implementation overlap in different SAKM tools, needs to 

develop a robust framework containing generic usage data 
capturing and visualization functionalities that can be customized 
and extended by different SAKM tools. 

§ Such a framework can be a part of the community-wide 
infrastructure for architecture-based software engineering.
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§ We propose including usage data capture and 
visualization as essential features of SAKM tools. 

§ Usage data can serve as a valuable unbiased dataset 
for empirical research in AK usage and support 
sharing of  “usage” knowledge among team 
members. 

§ Future work: 
§ Explore how leveraging further SA artefact usage data could 

provide further insights to improve SAKM tools.
§ Repository of usage / annotation data for set of SA docs
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Thank you
Q & A
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